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LEO satellites are a
game-changer for
defence sector
network operations
Low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites are big news right now,
with tens of thousands due for launch in the coming years
should every project see fruition. The lower latency is a
key selling point for many applications, with security,
sensor, Internet of Things (IoT) and defence applications
all expected to benefit. Here, Michael Abad-Santos, SVP
Americas at LeoSat Enterprises, provides a more detailed
examination of the role LEO satellites will play in military
and defence operations.

Governments are increasingly looking to the commercial
satellite sector and in particular next-generation satellite
constellations to provide the innovative and resilient
infrastructure that they need. The military and government sector
relies on a number of key attributes when it comes to
communications networks. Critical operations require bandwidth
intensive applications, near real time command and control, and
advanced sensor capabilities. The proximity LEO satellites have
to the Earth translates into lower latencies and better data rates.
In addition, a high level of security and resilience are also key
attributes, which is why the defence sector is becoming
increasingly interested in the major performance advantages
of operating communications networks in low Earth orbit (LEO).
New developments in satellite constellations are leading to
innovative new networks that can greatly benefit defence sector
communications and network operations. As much as
communications from geostationary orbit (GEO) and medium
Earth orbit (MEO) satellites have been improved upon, satellite
is still often perceived as a last choice for network connectivity
when terrestrial and/or cellular infrastructure is not available.
Now, with the new LEO constellations, opportunities are available
for government and defence sector operators which will give
them access to previously unavailable levels of network
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Traditional satellite networks sub-optimal for data
In general, the world is increasingly data-driven, cloud-based
and transnational, creating an ever-growing demand to move
large quantities of data quickly and securely around the globe.
As the entire global community is becoming increasingly
dependent on Big Data, government and military markets, in
particular, are faced with new and demanding requirements for
capacity, latency and security, unmet by existing
telecommunications and satellite data infrastructure.
With these developments in mind, there is a clear focus in
the satellite sector on offering better data capabilities. Traditional
GEO satellite operators are adding power to their spacecraft to
facilitate high throughput satellite (HTS) capabilities, further
facilitated by deploying spot beams allowing that power to be
more concentrated in smaller areas. To further improve data
services, latency needs to be reduced as well, which has led to
the (planned) deployment of constellations in lower orbits: MEO
(12.000km – latency within beam 135ms) and a new generation
of constellations are now being prepared for even lower orbits
such as LEO (1.200 – 1.500 km). The lower orbit allows for high
throughput and latencies (within beam) below 30ms. The newest
innovation is adding inter-satellite connections that allow for a
lower than fibre latency on long distances (> 6,000km). Using
this architecture, which is fundamentally different from satellite’s
traditional ‘bent-pipe’ architecture, there is no need to downlink
to gateways in order to terminate traffic. When inter-satellite links
are combined with routing and switching capabilities via onboard processors, then a direct point-to-point or point-tomultipoint spatial MPLS network can be deployed in a very short
timeframe. With these capabilities, native IP is supported in a
MPLS configuration.
A new satellite architecture
LeoSat Enterprises is preparing to launch this type of
constellation, offering the defence sector a solution which does
not exist today – a global, low-latency, very high-speed and ultrasecure network for data transportation. The LeoSat solution will
deliver 1Gbps (a combination of links up to 10x is possible) with
latency below 30ms for domestic links (within the satellite beam
area). For distances beyond 6,000km, the total latency is better
than the capabilities offered via fibre connections. This is the
result of the lower propagation delay of the optical signal in free
space than through fibre. Traditional satellite (GEO) links have
a ‘domestic’ latency of around 500ms. The latest generation MEO
is closer to Earth and can therefore achieve better latency
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(130ms) when compared to GEO satellites. The LEO
constellations are even closer and are therefore in a position to
operate with latency below 30ms.
With LeoSat’s constellation designed to have inter-satellite
connectivity via laser links, this offers additional advantages
over other LEO constellations in terms of latency, as the intersatellite connectivity provides a direct link to adjacent satellites.
Alternative LEO solutions are using the traditional bent pipe
connection which requires a link with a ground station/hub to
connect to the next satellite. Not only is the inter-satellite solution
providing better latency performance, it also guarantees a much
better level of security by avoiding ground stations. Low latency
is important for two main reasons. Firstly, it enables the higher
throughput (note that the effective throughput of a 1Gb link with
500ms latency is effectively much lower than 1Gb) and secondly,
it allows for native mode IP which reduces processing power
and the use of standard modems/routers, saving both equipment
and operational costs
Security is clearly a key priority for government/military
communications. LeoSat provides unprecedented security as
data will travel end-to-end across one single encrypted network,
bypassing terrestrial infrastructure. With the LeoSat system
taking all traffic in its native form and carrying it from any point
on Earth to any other point on Earth without touching the Earth’s
surface in between, and therefore completely isolated from any
terrestrial infrastructure, is totally unique and an enormous
advantage to governments and the military.
Additionally, LeoSat’s multi-satellite (up to 108) constellation
provides inherent redundancy and resilience should issues arise
with a single satellite. At any one time, there are always 2-7
satellites in view, depending on the latitude of operation.
Regardless of technical or weather issues, there are alternatives
to route traffic. In fact, these secondary and tertiary routes are
preprogrammed into the constellation for every datalink. This
again underlines the myriad of safety options and high availability
capabilities that the LeoSat constellation has inherently built in.
This puts it in a class of its own when compared to its alternative
GEO/HTS systems where it is all about one satellite and one
link.
Another feature of the LeoSat system which resonates well
with military requirements is that LeoSat plans to use flat panel,
phased array and fully-integrated antennas. In addition to the
antenna being self-pointing, it also has all the necessary
equipment on board, making separate modem and RF units a
thing of the past. Only requiring a power cord and and Ethernet
cable for data connectivity translates into another great step
forward towards rapid deployment in even the harshest
environments.
Cost-effective, secure, high-throughput network for
government communications
Cost is of course a key driver for the defence sector. With the
unique benefits of LeoSat’s network solution, cost savings will
be achievable with the military’s ability to further rationalize and
streamline its operations, using a much simpler infrastructure
based on integrated antennas in combination with bandwidth
that is very flexible in its deployment. As such, LeoSat is looking
to reduce the overall total cost of operating and using a satellite
network. Also, bandwidth capabilities mean that much more
information can be used and analyzed during missions making
much better and more effective results with a higher degree of
precision due to extremely low latency. Having to launch one
missile less because of a higher degree of accuracy is where
the true saving is. In addition, networks will require less Smart
boxes to mitigate the negative effects of high latency associated
with GEO infrastructure, again resulting in cost savings and as
such simplifying the network, making for a much more robust
infrastructure. So, increased precision, simplified infrastructure
and higher success rates are inherent attributes of the LeoSat
constellation – something the military can benefit from not just
in the monetary sense, but also in an area ultimately more
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important: Increased success.
In terms of performance advantages against current
broadband satellite communications, as well as against current
and upcoming HTS constellations, LeoSat represents
a paradigm shift in capabilities. LeoSat’s bandwidth options will
begin at 100Mpbs up to 1.6Gbps. For surge requirements, the
system has the ability to supply 5.2Gbps when needed. LeoSat’s
latency advantages are again much better than GEO HTS, but
when compared to fibre, it is even more remarkable: Given the
proximity of the satellites to the Earth’s surface in combination
with the relatively low data transmission speed in fibre optics,
LeoSat can bring traffic from New York to Tokyo in less than
100ms, whereas fibre will take close to 175ms. Being able to
beat fibre at its own game is something very new to satellites. It
will allow government customers to utilize latency sensitive
applications originally designed to be used only over terrestrial
fiber networks and deploy them on satellites and benefit from
all the ubiquity that is so characteristic for satellites. This will
greatly expand any DoD’s reach and capabilities at the tactical
edge.
The future is LEO
A low Earth orbit solution will become a must for the defence
sector for situations where high throughput, low latency, ultrasecurity and mobility is expected, especially in combination with
rapid deployment. LeoSat will be a game-changer for
applications such as near real time command and control,
bandwidth intensive ISR applications, advanced sensor and
GEOINT applications and ad hoc low latency terrestrial network
augmentation where necessary. To be able to offer these
services anywhere on the globe, through one system and one
satellite operator, makes this a very simple and efficient system
to operate. 2019 will see the start of the launch of LeoSat’s new
low Earth orbit satellite solution, with full deployment in 2022,
providing the defence sector with increased precision, simplified
infrastructure and therefore higher success rates for military and
government operations.
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